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''	The following relations result from the tables:
For an equal weight of nitrogen the condensation of the
hydrocarbon residue combined with the nitrogen increases in
the transition from derivatives of hydrocarbons to those of the
.alcohols, excepting the polyamines resulting from the methane
series. This is very evident if the composition of the men-
tioned hydrocarbon residues is referred to an equal number of
carbon atoms. The same increase is found if we pass from
the derivatives of the alcohols to those of the primary bases;
excepting the compounds of the ethane series. This condensa-
tion is twice as large with the products from diamines as with
:	those from monamines.
'; NL	2. behavior of vapors towards tesla currents.
4	A few remarks may be made here concerning observations
^	\                in a realm which promises to become especially important for
^	theoretical organic chemistry.   It has been known for some
tli	*                time that highly rarefied gases or vapors, when  subjected to
',!	,'                the  action  of  highly  tensioned electric  vibrations,   become
,	"                 luminous.   Eemptinne,1 by using Tesla currents and organic
,*	substances, has recently taken up the subject of the relation
'£	between luminosity and chemical action and the dependence
\,	,;                 of the phenomena upon the pressure.   He found that the
/	luminosity of the various substances in the arrangement of Tesla
|,	is dependent upon the pressure.     A perceptible decomposition
I	4                occurs from the beginning of the luminosity.
|	i'                      A connection exists between the pressure  at which  the
I	*'                 light effects of organic substances begin and their molecular
I	fy                weights; but these  relations have not yet been sufficiently
I,	;|if                explained.
I .?!?)	H. Kaufmann2 has made extensive investigations concern-
I     fill	l       ^tschr. f. phys. Chemie 22, 358; 23, 483 (1897); Bull, de 1'Acad  roy de
Betg. 11, 775 (1902).
' '' p	2 Ztschr. f. physik. Chem. 2^, 719 (1898); 27, 519 (1898); 28, 673 (1899);
Ber. d. deutsch. chem. Gesellsch. 33, 1725 (1900);   34, 682 (1901); 35, 473,
.3668 (1902); 36, 561 (1903).

